8 getting started with CSS

Don’t get me wrong, the
hair, the hat, it all looks great.
But don’t you think he’d like it
if you spent a little more time
adding some style to your
XHTML?

Adding a Little Style

I was told there’d be CSS in this book.

So far you’ve been

concentrating on learning XHTML to create the structure of your Web pages. But as
you can see, the browser’s idea of style leaves a lot to be desired. Sure, we could
call the fashion police, but we don’t need to. With CSS, you’re going to completely
control the presentation of your pages, often without even changing your XHTML.
Could it really be so easy? Well, you are going to have to learn a new language; after
all, Webville is a bilingual town. After reading this chapter’s guide to learning the
language of CSS, you’re going to be able to stand on eitherr side of Main Street and
hold a conversation.

this is a new chapter
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Remember the Wizard of Oz? Well, this
is the part of the book where things go
from black & white to color.

AW]¼ZMVW\QV3IV[I[IVaUWZM
You’ve been a good sport learning about markup
and structure and validation and proper syntax and
nesting and compliance, but now you get to really
start having some fun by styling your pages. But no
worries, all those XHTML pushups you’ve been
doing aren’t going to waste. In fact, you’re going to
see that a solid understanding of XHTML is crucial
to learning (and using) CSS. And, learning CSS is
just what we’re going to do over the next several
chapters.
Just to tease you a bit, on these two pages we’ve
sprinkled a few of the designs you’re going to work
with in the rest of the book. Quite a difference from
the pages you’ve been creating so far, isn’t it? So,
what do you need to do to create them? Learn the
language of CSS of course.
Let’s get started...
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the css language

7^MZPMIZLWV?MJ^QTTM¼[¹<ZILQVO;XIKM[º
Not up on the latest reality TV? No problem, here’s a recap: take two
neighbors, two homes, and $1,000. The two neighbors switch homes, and
using the $1,000, totally redesign a room or two in 48 hours. Let’s listen in...

Okay, let’s get some design in this place...
bedroom {
drapes: blue;
carpet: wool shag;
}

Of course, in the Webville edition of the show, everyone talks about
design in CSS. If you’re having trouble understanding them, here’s a little
translation tip: each statement in CSS consists of a location (like bedroom),
a property in that location (like drapes, or carpet), and a style to apply to
that property (like the color blue, or 1 inch tiles).
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...and this bathroom needs
some serious help!
bathroom {
tile: 1in white;
drapes: pink;
}

getting started with css

=[QVO+;;_Q\PXHTML
We’re sure CSS has a bright future in the home design category, but let’s get
back to XHTML. XHTML doesn’t have rooms, but it does have elements
and those elements are going to be the locations that we’re styling. Want to
paint the walls of your <p> elements red? No problem; only paragraphs
don’t have walls, so you’re going to have to settle for the paragraph’s
background-color property instead. Here’s how you do that:

The Þrst thing you do is select the
element you want to style, in this case
the <p> element. Notice in CSS, you
donÕt put <> around the name.

Then you specify the property you
want to style, in this case the <p>
elementÕs background color.

p {
background-color: red;

And youÕre going to set the
background-color to red.

}

Place all the styles
for the <p> element in
between { } braces.

ThereÕs a colon in between the
property and its value.

At the end,
put a semicolon.

We call the whole
thing a RULE.

You could also write the rule like this:
p { background-color: red; }

Here, all we’ve done is remove the linebreaks. Like XHTML, you can format
your CSS pretty much as you like. For longer rules you’ll usually want to add
some linebreaks and indenting to make the CSS more readable (for you).

?IVVIILLUWZM[\aTM'
You can add as many properties and values as you like in each CSS rule. Say you
wanted to put a border around your paragraphs, too. Here’s how you do that:
p {
background-color: red;
border: 1px solid gray;

All you have to do is add
another property and value.

}

The <p> element
will have a border...

...that is 1 pixel thick, solid, and

gray.

you are here 
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more about css and xhtml

there are no

Dumb Questions

Q:

Does every <p> element have the same
style? Or can I, say, make two paragraphs
different colors?

A:

The CSS rules we’ve used so far define
the style for all paragraphs, but CSS is very
expressive: it can be used to specify styles in lots
of different ways, for lots of different elements
– even subsets of elements. You’ll see how to
make paragraphs two different colors later in this
chapter.

Q:

How do I know what properties I can set
on an element?

A:

Well, there are lots of properties that can
be set on elements, certainly more than you’d
want to memorize, in any case. You’re going to get
quite familiar with the more common properties in
the next few chapters. You’ll probably also want
to find a good CSS reference. There are plenty
of references online, and O’Reilly’s CSS Pocket
Reference is a great little book.

Q:

Remind me why I’m defining all this
style in a separate language, rather than in
XHTML. Since the elements are written in
XHTML, wouldn’t it be easier just to write style
in XHTML, too?

A:

You’re going to start to see some big
advantages to using CSS in the next few chapters.
But, here’s a quick answer: CSS really is better
suited for specifying style information than XHTML.
Using just a small bit of CSS, you can create fairly
large effects on the style of your XHTML. You’re
also going to see that CSS is a much better way
to handle styles for multiple pages. You’ll see how
that works later in this chapter.
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YiX`e
gfn\i
Say you have an <em> element
inside a paragraph. If you change the
background color of the paragraph, do
you think you also have to change the
background of the <em> element so it
matches the background color of the
paragraph?

getting started with css

/M\\QVO+;;QV\WaW]Z@0<54
Okay, you know a little about CSS syntax now. You know how to select an
element and then write a rule with properties and values inside it. But you still
need to get this CSS into some XHTML. First, we need some XHTML to put
it in. In the next few chapters, we’re going to revisit our old friends –;\IZJ]bb
and Tony and his Segway journal – and make things a little more stylish. But,
_PWLWaW]\PQVSQ[LaQVO\WPI^M\PMQZ[Q\M[\aTMLÅZ[\'7N KW]Z[M\PM0MIL
First Lounge guys. So, here’s the XHTML for the Head First Lounge main
XIOM:MUMUJMZQV\PMTI[\KPIX\MZ_MÅ`ML\PQVO[]XITQ\\TMIVLUILMQ\
strict XHTML (would you have expected any less of us?). Now, we’re adding
some style tags, the easiest way to get style into your pages.

But not necessarily the best
way. WeÕll come back to this
later in the chapter and see
another way.

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en” >
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
<title>Head First Lounge</title>
> element.
<style type=”text/css”>
</style>

HereÕs what weÕre interested in: the <style
To add CSS style directly to your XHTML, add
opening and closing style tags in the <head> element.
And a style type of Òtext/cssÓ.
And your CSS rules are
going to go right in here.

</head>
<body>
<h1>Welcome to the Head First Lounge</h1>
<p>
<img src=“images/drinks.gif” alt=“Drinks” />
</p>
<p>
Join us any evening for refreshing
<a href=“beverages/elixir.html”>elixirs</a>,
conversation and maybe a game or two
of <em>Dance Dance Revolution</em>.
Wireless access is always provided;
BYOWS (Bring your own web server).
</p>
<h2>Directions</h2>
<p>
<RX¶OO¿QGXVULJKWLQWKHFHQWHURIGRZQWRZQ
:HEYLOOH,I\RXQHHGKHOS¿QGLQJXVFKHFNRXWRXU
<a href=“about/directions.html”>detailed directions</a>.
Come join us!
</p>
</body>
</html>

you are here 
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adding a style to the lounge

)LLQVO[\aTM\W\PMTW]VOM
Now that you’ve got the <style> element in your XHTML, you’re going to
add some style to the Lounge to get a feel for writing CSS. This design probably
won’t win you any “design awards,” but you gotta start somewhere.
<PMÅZ[\\PQVO_M¼ZMOWQVO\WLWQ[KPIVOM\PMKWTWZ[WUM\PQVO\WUI\KP\PW[M
red lounge couches) of the text in the paragraphs. To do that, we’ll use the CSS
color property like this:

HereÕs the rule
that is going to
specify the font
color of the
paragraphs.
WeÕre selecting just
the <p> element to
apply this style to.
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<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type”
content=”text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
<title>Head First Lounge</title>
<style type=”text/css”>
The property to change the font color is

named ÒcolorÓ (you might think it would be
Òfont-colorÓ or Òtext-colorÓ, but itÕs not).

p {
color: maroon;
}

WeÕre setting the text to a lovely
maroon color that happens to
match the lounge couches.

</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Welcome to the Head First Lounge</h1>
The p selector
<p>
selects all the
<img src=“images/drinks.gif” alt=“Drinks” />
paragraphs in the
</p>
XHTML.
<p>
Join us any evening for refreshing
<a href=“beverages/elixir.html”>elixirs</a>,
conversation and maybe a game or two
of <em>Dance Dance Revolution</em>.
Wireless access is always provided;
BYOWS (Bring your own web server).
</p>
<h2>Directions</h2>
<p>
<RX¶OO¿QGXVULJKWLQWKHFHQWHU
of downtown Webville. If you need
KHOS¿QGLQJXVFKHFNRXWRXU
<a href=“about/directions.html”>detailed directions</a>.
Come join us!
</p>
</body>
</html>
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+Z]Q[QVO_Q\P[\aTM"\PM\M[\LZQ^M
Go ahead and make all the changes from the last couple of
XIOM[\WaW]Z¹TW]VOMP\UTºÅTMQV\PM¹KPIX\MZ TW]VOMºNWTLMZ
save, and reload the page in your browser. You’ll see that the
paragraph text color has changed to maroon:

Everything else is
as it should be: the
headings are still black,
because all we selected
to style were the <p>
elements.

HereÕs our
new maroon
paragraph text.

Notice that the color of
the links didnÕt change.
Keep that in the back of
your mind...

YiX`e
gfn\i
Instead of setting the color, what if you set background-color of
the <p> elements to maroon instead? How would it change the way
the browser displays the page?

you are here 
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styling headings

;\aTM\PMPMILQVO
Now let’s give those headings some style. How about changing the
font a bit? Let’s change both the type of font, and also the color of
the heading fonts:
h1 {
font-family: sans-serif;
color:
gray;
}
h2 {
font-family: sans-serif;
color:
gray;
}
p {

<h1>
HereÕs the rule to select
e
th
elements and change
font-family to sans-serifay.
and the font color to gr t
WeÕll talk a lot more abou
fonts later.

And hereÕs another rule to do
the exact same thing to the
<h2> element.

color: maroon;
}

Actually, since these rules are exactly the same, we can
combine them, like this:

h1, h2 {
font-family: sans-serif;
color:
gray;
}

one
To write a rule for more than n
wee
bet
element, just put commas
the selectors, like Òh1, h2Ó.

p {
color: maroon;
}

<M[\LZQ^M
)LL\PQ[VM_+;;\WaW]Z¹TW]VOMP\UTºÅTM
and reload. You’ll see that with one rule, you’ve
selected both the <h1> and <h2> headings.

Both of the headings on
the page are now styled
with a sans-serif font
and colored gray.
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How about a different
font for the Lounge
headings? Make them really
stand out. I’m seeing big,
clean, gray...

getting started with css

4M\¼[X]\ITQVM]VLMZ\PM_MTKWUMUM[[IOM\WW
Let’s touch up the welcome heading a bit more. How about a line under it?
That should set the main heading apart visually and add a nice touch. Here’s
the property we’ll use to do that:
border-bottom: 1px solid black;

This property controls how the
border under an element looks.

e the bottom
WeÕre going to stylis a 1 pixel
border so that it e.
thick, solid black lin

The trouble is, if we add this property and value to the combined “h1, h2”
rule in our CSS, we’ll end up with borders on both our headings:

h1, h2 {
font-family:
sans-serif;
color:
gray;
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}

Here weÕre adding a property to
change the bottom border for s.
both the <h1> and <h2> element

p {
color: maroon;
}

If we do this...
... we get bottom borders on both
our headings. Not what we want.
So, how can we set the bottom border
on just the <h1> element, without
affecting the <h2> element? Do we
have to split up the rules again? Turn the
XIOM\WÅVLW]\
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getting more sophisticated with selectors

?MPI^M\PM\MKPVWTWOa"[XMKQNaQVOI
[MKWVLZ]TMR][\NWZ\PM$P&
We don’t have to split the “h1, h2” rule up, we just need to add another
rule that is only for “h1” and add the border style to it.
h1, h2 {
font-family:
color:
}

sans-serif;
gray;

h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {

Õre
The Þrst rule stays the same. We
rule
ed
bin
still going to use a com
for the font-family and color for
both <h1> and <h2>.
But now weÕre adding a second rule
that adds another property just
<h1>: the border-bottom proper to
ty.

color: maroon;
}

)VW\PMZ\M[\LZQ^M
Change your CSS and reload the page. You’ll see that the new rule
added a black border to the bottom of the main heading, which gives
us a nice underline on the heading and really makes it stand out.

HereÕs the bottom
border in black.

And no border
here, just what
we wanted.
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Dumb Questions

Q:

So how does that work when you
have more than one rule for an element?

A:

You can have as many rules as
you want for an element. Each rule adds to
the style information of the rule before it.
In general, you try to group together all the
common styles between elements, like we
did with <h1> and <h2>, and then any style
that is specific to an element, you write in
another rule, like we did with the borderbottom style for the main heading.

Q:

What’s the advantage of that
approach? Isn’t it better to organize each
element separately, so you know exactly
what styles it has?

A:

Not at all. If you combine common
styles together, then if they change, you
only have to change them in one rule. If you
break them up, then there are many rules
you have to change, which is error-prone.

A:

Good question. There is an
underline style for text and we could use
that instead. However, the two styles have
slightly different effects on the page: if you
use border-bottom then the line will extend
to the edge of the page. An underline is only
shown under the text itself. The property to
set text underline is called text-decoration
and has a value of “underline” for underlined
text. Give it a try and check out the
differences.

Q:

Why do we use a bottom border
to underline text? Isn’t there an underline
style for text?

;WPW_LW[MTMK\QWV[ZMITTa_WZS'
You’ve seen how to select an element to style it, like this:

We call this the selector.
h1 {
color: gray;
}

The style is applied to the elements
described by the selector - in this
case, <h1> elements.

Or, how to select more than one element, like this:

Another selector. The style is applied to <h1> and <h2> elements.
h1, h2 {
color: gray;
}
You’re going to see that CSS allows you to specify all kinds of selectors that determine which elements
your styles are applied to. Knowing how to use these [MTMK\WZ[Q[\PMÅZ[\[\MXQVUI[\MZQVO+;;IVL
\WLW\PI\aW]VMML\W]VLMZ[\IVL\PMWZOIVQbI\QWVWN \PM@0<54\PI\aW]¼ZM[\aTQVO)N\MZITTPW_
can you select elements for styling if you don’t have a good mental picture of what elements are in the
XHTML, and how they relate to one another?
So, let’s get that picture of the Lounge XHTML in your head, and then we’ll dive back into selectors.
you are here 
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drawing the lounge’s structure

Markup Magnets

Like this.

Remember drawing the diagram of HTML elements in Chapter 3?
You’re going to do that again for the Lounge’s main page. Below,
you’ll find all the element magnets you need to complete the
diagram. Using the Lounge’s XHTML (on the right), complete the
tree below. We’ve done a couple for you already. You’ll find the
answer in the back of the chapter.

html

head

body

title

p

q

html

title

img

h1

p

body
p

a

head

em
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a

p

style

h2
meta
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The Head First
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
Lounge XHTML.
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
<title>Head First Lounge</title>
<style type=“text/css”>
h1, h2 {
font-family:
color:
}

sans-serif;
gray;

h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {
color: maroon;
}
</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Welcome to the Head First Lounge</h1>
<p>
<img src=“images/drinks.gif” alt=“Drinks” />
</p>
<p>
Join us any evening for refreshing
<a href=“beverages/elixir.html”>elixirs</a>,
conversation and maybe a game or two
of <em>Dance Dance Revolution</em>.
Wireless access is always provided;
BYOWS (Bring your own web server).
</p>
<h2>Directions</h2>
<p>
<RX¶OO¿QGXVULJKWLQWKHFHQWHURIGRZQWRZQ
:HEYLOOH,I\RXQHHGKHOS¿QGLQJXVFKHFNRXWRXU
<a href=“about/directions.html”>detailed directions</a>.
Come join us!
</p>
</body>
</html>

you are here 
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visual selectors

;MMQVO [MTMK\WZ[^Q[]ITTa

We can only style
elements in the body,
so weÕre not showing
the <head> element
and everything under it.

Let’s take some selectors and see how they map
to the tree you just created. Here’s how this “h1”
selector maps to the graph:
html

h1 {
font-family: sans-serif;
}

head

body

h1

This selector matches any
<h1> elements in the page, and
thereÕs only one.

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a

And here’s how the “h1, h2” selector looks:
html

h1, h2 {
font-family: sans-serif;
}

body

h1

Now the selector
matches both <h1> and
<h2> elements.

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a

If we use a “p” selector, here’s how that looks:
html

p {

body

font-family: sans-serif;
}

h1

This selector matches all the
<p> elements in the tree.
300
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p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a
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Sh your pencilil
Sharpen
Color in the elements that are selected by these selectors:

p, h2 {
font-family: sans-serif;
}
html
body

h1

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a

p, em
m {
font-family: sans-serif;
}
html
body

h1

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a
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The Case of Brute Force versus Style

Five-Minute
Mystery

When we last left RadWebDesign in Chapter 4, they had just blown
the corporate demo and lost RobotsRUs’ business. CorrectWebDesign
was put in charge of the entire RobotsRUs site and got to work getting
everything nailed down before the site launch later in the month. But,
you’ll also remember that RadWebDesign decided to bone up on their
XHTML & CSS. They decided to rework the RobotsRUs site on their
own, using strict XHTML and style sheets, just to get some experience
under their belt before they took on another consulting job.
As fate would have it, just before RobotsRUs’ big site launch,
it happened again: RobotsRUs called CorrectWebDesign with
an urgent message. “We’re changing our corporate look and
we need all the colors, backgrounds, and fonts changed on our
site.” At this point, the site consisted of almost a hundred pages, so
CorrectWebDesign responded that it would take them a few days to
rework the site. “We don’t have a few days!” the CEO said. Desperate,
WKH&(2GHFLGHGWRFDOOLQ5DG:HE'HVLJQIRUKHOS³<RXÀXEEHGXS
the demo last month, but we really need your help. Can you help the
CorrectWebDesign guys convert the site over to the new look and feel?”
RadWebDesign said they could do better than that; in fact they could
deliver the entire site to them in less than an hour.

How did RadWebDesign go from disgrace to Web page
superheroes? What allowed them to change the look and feel of
a hundred pages faster than a speeding bullet?
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Uh, I think you
forgot to style the elixirs
and directions pages?

/M\\QVO\PM4W]VOM[\aTMQV\W\PM
MTQ`QZ[IVLLQZMK\QWV[XIOM[
It’s great that we’ve added all this style to “lounge.html”, but what about
“elixir.html” and “directions.html”? They need to have a look that is
consistent with the main page. Easy enough... just copy the style element
IVLITT\PMZ]TM[QV\WMIKPÅTMZQOP\'Not so fast. If you did that, then
whenever you needed to change the style of the site, you’d have to
change M^MZa[QVOTMÅTM – not what you want. But, luckily, there is a better
way. Here’s what you’re going to do:
1

Take the rules in “lounge.html” and place
\PMUQVIÅTMKITTML¹TW]VOMK[[º

2

Create an external link\W\PQ[ÅTMNZWUaW]Z
¹TW]VOMP\UTºÅTM

3

Create the same external links in “elixir.html”
and “directions.html”.

4

/Q^MITT\PZMMÅTM[IOWWL\M[\LZQ^M

you are here 
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creatingDFVV¿OH

+ZMI\QVO\PM¹TW]VOMK[[º NQTM
AW]¼ZMOWQVO\WKZMI\MIÅTMKITTML¹TW]VOMK[[º\WKWV\IQV\PM[\aTMZ]TM[
NWZITTaW]Z0MIL.QZ[\4W]VOMXIOM[<WLW\PI\KZMI\MIVM_\M`\ÅTM
named “lounge.css” in your text editor.

Create Òlounge.cssÓ in
the ÒloungeÓ folder (the
root folder).
We often call CSS
Þles Òstyle sheetsÓ.

lounge.html

lounge.css

green.jpg
blue.jpg

directions.html

drink
drinks.gif

elixir.html

red.jpg

lightblue.jpg

6W_\aXMWZKWXaIVLXI[\MNZWUaW]Z¹TW]VOMP\UTºÅTM\PM+;;Z]TM[
QV\W\PM¹TW]VOMK[[ºÅTM,MTM\M\PMZ]TM[NZWUaW]Z¹TW]VOMP\UTºÅTM
while you’re at it.
Note that you should nott copy the <style>
> and </style>
> tags
JMKI][M\PM¹TW]VOMK[[ºÅTMKWV\IQV[WVTa+;;VW\@0<54

h1, h2 {
font-family: sans-serif;
color: gray;
}
h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {
color: maroon;
}
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Your Òlounge.cssÓ Þle should
look like this. Remember, no
<style> tags!

getting started with css

4QVSQVONZWU¹TW]VOMP\UTº\W\PMM`\MZVIT[\aTM
Now we need a way to tell the browser that it should style this page with the
styles in the external style sheet. We can do that with an XHTML element
called <link>. Here’s how you use the <link> element in your XHTML:
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type”
HereÕs the XHTML that links
content=”text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
to the external style sheet.
<title>Head First Lounge</title>
<link type=”text/css” rel=”stylesheet” href=”lounge.css” />
<style type=”text/css”>
</style>
</head>
<body>
<h1>Welcome to the Head First Lounge</h1>
<p>
<img src=“drinks.gif” alt=“Drinks” />
</p>
.
.
The rest of the XHTML is the
.
</p>
</body>
</html>

You donÕt need the <style> element
any more - just delete it.

same.

XHTML Up Close
Let’s take a closer look at the <link> element since you haven’t seen it before:

element
Use the link external
to Òlink inÓ .
information

The type of this information is
Òtext/cssÓ. In other words, a
CSS style sheet.

And the style sheet is located
at this href (in this case weÕre
using a relative link, but it could
be a full-blown URL).

<link type=”text/css” rel=”stylesheet” href=”lounge.css” />

The rel attribute speciÞes the relationship between
the XHTML Þle and the thing youÕre linking to. WeÕre
linking to a style sheet, so we use the value ÒstylesheetÓ.

<link> is an
empty element.
you are here 
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creating an external link

4QVSQVONZWU¹MTQ`QZP\UTºIVL¹LQZMK\QWV[P\UTº
\W\PMM`\MZVIT[\aTM[PMM\
6W_aW]¼ZMOWQVO\WTQVS\PM¹MTQ`QZP\UTºIVL¹LQZMK\QWV[P\UTºÅTM[R][\I[
you did with “lounge.html”. The only thing you need to remember is that
“elixir.html” is in the “beverages” folder, and “directions.html” is in the
“about” folder, so they both need to use the relative path “../lounge.css”.
So, all you need to do is add the following <link>MTMUMV\\WJW\PÅTM["

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
<title>Head First Lounge Elixirs</title>
<link type=”text/css” rel=”stylesheet” href=”../lounge.css” />
</head>
<body>
.
This is Òelixir.htmlÓ. Just add the <link> line.
.
.
</body>
</html>

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=”text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
<title>Head First Lounge Directions</title>
<link type=”text/css” rel=”stylesheet” href=”../lounge.css” />
</head>
<body>
.
Same for Òdirections.htmlÓ. Add the <lin
.
k> line here.
.
</body>
</html>
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<M[\LZQ^QVO\PMMV\QZMTW]VOM
;I^MMIKPWN \PM[MÅTM[IVL\PMVWXMV
“lounge.html” with the browser. You should
see no changes in its style, even though the
[\aTM[IZMVW_KWUQVONZWUIVM`\MZVITÅTM
Now click on the “elixirs” and “detailed
directions” links.
Wow! We have a whole new style for the
Elixirs and Directions pages with only a one
line change\W\PM0<54QVMIKPÅTM 6W_
you can really see the power of CSS.
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use cssIRUÀH[LELOLW\

The Case of Brute Force versus Style

Five-Minute
Mystery

Solved
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So, how did RadWebDesign become Web page superheroes?
2UPD\EHZHVKRXOG¿UVWDVNKRZWKH³GRQRZURQJ´
&RUUHFW:HE'HVLJQ¿UPÀXEEHGWKLQJVXSWKLVWLPH"7KHURRW
of the problem was that CorrectWebDesign was creating the
RobotsRUs pages using circa 1998 techniques. They were
putting their style rules right in with their HTML
(copying and pasting them each time), and, even
worse, they were using a lot of old HTML elements
like <font> and <center> that have now been
deprecated. So, when the call came to change the
look and feel, that meant going into every Web page
and making changes to the CSS. Worse, it meant going
through the HTML to change elements as well.
Compare that with what RadWebDesign did: they used strict
XHTML 1.0, so they had no old presentation HTML in their
pages, and they used an external style sheet. The result? To
change the style of the entire site, all they had to do was go
into their external style sheet and make a few changes to
the CSS, which they easily did in minutes, not days. They
even had time to try out multiple designs and have three
different versions of the CSS ready for review before the site
launch. Amazed, the RobotsRUs CEO not only promised
RadWebDesign more business, but he also promised them the
¿UVWURERWWKDWFRPHVRIIWKHDVVHPEO\OLQH

getting started with css

Sh your pencilil
Sharpen
Now that you’ve got one external style file (or “style sheet”), use it to change all the
paragraph fonts to “sans-serif” to match the headings. Remember, the property to change
the font style is “font-family”, and the value for sans-serif font is “sans-serif”. You’ll find the
answer on the next page.

The headings use sans-serif fonts,
which donÕt have ÒserifsÓ and have a
very clean look.

The paragraphs still use the
default serif fonts, which have
ÒserifsÓ, and are often considered
more difÞcult to read on a
computer screen.

any
serifs.

you are here 
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understanding inheritance

Sh your pencilil
Sharpen

Solution
h1, h2 {
font-family:
color:
}

sans-serif;
gray;

h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {
font-family:
y
color:
}

sans-serif;
maroon;

Just add a font-family property
to your paragraph rule in the
Òlounge.cssÓ Þle.

I’m wondering if that is
really the best solution. Why are
we specifying the font-family for EACH
element? What if someone added a <blockquote>
to the page - would we have to then add a rule
for that too? Can’t we just tell the whole
page to be sans-serif?
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1\¼[\QUM\W\ITSIJW]\aW]ZQVPMZQ\IVKM
Did you notice when you added the font-family
property to your “p” selector that it also affected the
font family of the elements inside the <p>
> element?
Let’s take a closer look:

-family
When you added the font ector, it
property to your CSS p sel your
changed the font family ofchanged
<p> elements. But it also o links
the font family of the tw
and the emphasized text.

<PMMTMUMV\[QV[QLM\PM$X&MTMUMV\QVPMZQ\\PM
NWV\NIUQTa[\aTMNZWU$X&
Just like you can inherit your blue eyes or brown hair from your parents, elements can inherit
styles from their parents. In this case, the <a>
> and <em>
> elements inherited the fontfamily style from the <p>
> element, which is their parent element. It makes sense that
changing your paragraph style would change the style of the elements in the paragraph,
doesn’t it? After all, if it didn’t, you’d have to go in and add CSS rules for every inline
MTMUMV\QVM^MZaXIZIOZIXPQVaW]Z_PWTM[Q\M_PQKP_W]TLLMÅVQ\MTaJM[W67<N]V
Let’s take a look at our XHTML tree to see how inheritance works:

Not every style is
inherited. Just some
are, like font-family.
rNot to mention, erro
prone, tedious, and
time-consuming.

If we set the font-family of all the <p> elements, here
are all the elements that would be affected.
course, would
The <p> elements, of nt-family.
be styled with the fo
h1

The <img> element is a
child of a paragraph, but
it doesnÕt have any text,
so itÕs not affected.

html
body

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a

The <a>, <em>, and <a>
elements in the two
paragraphs inherit the
font-family from their
parent elements, the
<p> elements.
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moving rules to the body element

?PI\QN_MUW^M\PMNWV\]X\PMNIUQTa\ZMM'
If most elements inherit the font-family property, what if we move it up
to the <body>
> element? That should have the effect of changing the font for
all the <body>
> element’s children, and children’s children.

e font-family
WeÕre going to move thragraphs and
property from the pa.
headings to the body

html

Now all these elements are going to
inherit the font-family.

body

h1

Remember, images
donÕt have text.

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a

And so are their children.

Wow, this is powerful. Simply by changing the
font-family property in the body rule, we could
change the font for an entire site.

?PI\IZMaW]_IQ\QVONWZOQ^MQ\I\Za
7XMVaW]Z¹TW]VOMK[[ºÅTMIVLILLIVM_Z]TM\PI\[MTMK\[\PM <body>
element. Then remove the font-family properties from the headings and
paragraph rules, because you’re not going to need them anymore.
body {
font-family:

sans-serif;

h1, h2 {
font-family:
color:
}

sans-serif;
gray;

}

h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {
font-family:
color:
}
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sans-serif;
maroon;

HereÕs what youÕre going to do.
cts
First, add a new rule that sele the
add
en
Th
the <body> element.
e
font-family property with a valu
of sans-serif.

Then, take the font-family
property out of the h1, h2
rule, as well as the p rule.

getting started with css

<M[\LZQ^MaW]ZVM_+;;
As usual, go ahead and make these changes in the “lounge.css”
style sheet, save, and reload the “lounge.html” page. You shouldn’t
expect any changes, because the style is the same. It’s just coming
from a different rule. But you should feel better about your CSS
because now you can add new elements to your pages and they’ll
automatically inherit the sans-serif font.

Surprise, surprise. This doesnÕt look any
different at all, but that is exactly what we
were expecting, isnÕt it? All youÕve done is move
the sans-serif font up into the body rule and
let all the other elements inherit that.

Okay, so now that the whole
site is set to sans-serif with
the body selector, what if I want one
element to be a different font? Do
I have to take the font-family out
of the body and add rules for every
element separately again?

you are here 
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when you don’t want to inherit

7^MZZQLQVOQVPMZQ\IVKM
By moving the font-family property up into the body, you’ve set that
font style for the entire page. But what if you don’t want the sans-serif
font on every element? For instance, you could decide that you want
<em>
> elements to use the serif font instead.

ty is set in
The font-family proper element inside
the body rule, so everysans-serif
the body inherits the from <body>.
font-family property

html
body

h1

p

p

h2

p

img

a

em

a

But youÕve decided you
elements to have the serwant your <em>
instead. You need to ov if font-family
inheritance with a CSS erride the
rule.
Well, then you can override the inheritance by supplying a
[XMKQÅKZ]TMR][\NWZ<em>. Here’s how you add a rule for <em>
\WW^MZZQLM\PMNWV\NIUQTa[XMKQÅMLQV\PMJWLa"
body {
font-family:

sans-serif;

}
h1, h2 {
color:
}

gray;

h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {
color:

maroon;

}
em {
font-family: serif;
}
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ily property
To override the font-fam a new rule
inherited from body, add -family
selecting em with the font
property value set to serif.

getting started with css

<M[\LZQ^M
Add a rule for the <em> element to your CSS with a
font-family property value of serif, and reload
your “lounge.html” page:

Notice that the ÒDance Dance
RevolutionÓ text, which is the text in
the <em> element, is now a serif font.

As a general rule, itÕs not a good idea to change fonts
in the middle of a paragraph like this, so go ahead and
change your CSS back to the way it was (without the em
rule) when youÕre done testing.

there are no

Q:

How does the browser know
which rule to apply to <em> when I’m
overriding the inherited value?

A:

With CSS, the most specific rule
is always used. So, if you have a rule for
<body>, and a more specific rule for <em>
elements, it is going to use the more specific
rule. We’ll talk more later about how you
know which rules are most specific.

Q:

How do I know which CSS
properties are inherited and which are
not?

A:

This is where a good reference
really comes in handy, like O’Reilly’s CSS
Pocket Reference. In general, all of the
styles that affect the way your text looks,
such as font color (the color property), the

Dumb Questions
font-family, as you’ve just seen, and other
font related properties such as font-size,
font-weight (for bold text), and font-style
(for italics) are inherited. Other properties,
such as border, are not inherited, which
makes sense, right? Just because you want
a border on your <body> element doesn’t
mean you want it on all your elements. A
lot of the time you can follow your common
sense (or just try it and see), and you’ll get
the hang of it as you become more familiar
with the various properties and what they do.

Q:

Can I always override a property
that is being inherited when I don’t want
it?

Q:

This stuff gets complicated. Is
there any way I can add comments to
remind myself what the rules do?

A:

Yes. To write a comment in your
CSS just enclose it between /* and */. For
instance:
/* this rule selects all paragraphs and colors them blue */

Notice that a comment can span multiple
lines. You can also put comments around
CSS and browsers will ignore it, like:
/* this rule will have no effect
because it’s in a comment
p { color: blue; }

*/

A:

Yes. You can always use a more
specific selector to override a property from
a parent.
you are here 
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styling individual paragraphs

I was thinking it would
be cool to have the text below
each elixir match the color of
the elixir. Can you do that?

We’re not sure we agree with the
aesthetics of that suggestion,
but, hey, you’re the customer.
Can you style each of these paragraphs separately
so that the color of the text matches the drink? The
problem is that using a rule with a “p” selector applies
the style to all <p> elements. So, how can you select
these paragraphs individually?
That’s where classes come in. Using both XHTML and
+;;_MKIVLMÅVMIKTI[[WN MTMUMV\[IVL\PMVIXXTa
styles to any element that belongs to that class. So, what
exactly is a class? Think of it like a club – someone
starts a “greentea” club, and by joining you agree to all
the rights and responsibilities of the club, like adhering
to their style standards. Anyway, let’s just create the class
and you’ll see how it works.

Green text.
Blue text.
Purple text.
Red text... oh,
we donÕt need to
change this one.
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)LLQVOIKTI[[\W¹MTQ`QZP\UTº
7XMV]X\PM¹MTQ`QZP\UTºÅTMIVLTWKI\M\PM¹/ZMMV<MI+WWTMZºXIZIOZIXP
This is the text we want to change to green. All you’re going to do is add the <p>
element to a class called greentea. Here’s how you do that:
<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC “-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Strict//EN”
“http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-strict.dtd”>
<html xmlns=”http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml” lang=”en” xml:lang=”en”>
<head>
<meta http-equiv=“Content-Type” content=“text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1” />
<title>Head First Lounge Elixirs</title>
<link type=“text/css” rel=”stylesheet” href=”../lounge.css” />
</head>
To add an element to a class, just add
<body>
the attribute ÒclassÓ along with the name
<h1>Our Elixirs</h1>
of the class, like ÒgreenteaÓ.
<h2>Green Tea Cooler</h2>
<p class=“greentea”>
<img src=“../images/green.jpg” />
Chock full of vitamins and minerals, this elixir


FRPELQHVWKHKHDOWKIXOEHQH¿WVRIJUHHQWHDZLWK
a twist of chamomile blossoms and ginger root.
</p>
<h2>Raspberry Ice Concentration</h2>
<p>
<img src=“../images/lightblue.jpg” />
Combining raspberry juice with lemon grass,
citrus peel and rosehips, this icy drink
will make your mind feel clear and crisp.
</p>
<h2>Blueberry Bliss Elixir</h2>
<p>
<img src=“../images/blue.jpg” />
Blueberries and cherry essence mixed into a base


RIHOGHUÀRZHUKHUEWHDZLOOSXW\RXLQDUHOD[HG
state of bliss in no time.
</p>
<h2>Cranberry Antioxidant Blast</h2>
<p>
<img src=“../images/red.jpg” />


:DNHXSWRWKHÀDYRUVRIFUDQEHUU\DQGKLELVFXV
in this vitamin C rich elixir.
</p>
</body>
</html>

And, now that the green tea paragraph belongs to the greentea class, you just
need to provide some rules to style that class of elements.
you are here 
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+ZMI\QVOI[MTMK\WZNWZ\PMKTI[[
To select a class, you write the selector like this:

Then use a Ò.Ó to
specify a class.

The p selector
is Þrst.

Last is the
class name.

p.greentea {
color: green;
}

And hereÕs the rule... make any
text in a paragraph in the
greentea class the color green.

This selector selects
all paragraphs in the
greentea class.
So now you have a way of selecting <p> elements that belong to a certain class.
All you need to do is add the class attribute to any <p> elements you want to be
OZMMVIVL\PQ[Z]TM_QTTJMIXXTQML/Q^MQ\I\Za"WXMVaW]Z¹TW]VOMK[[ºÅTMIVL
add the p.greentea class selector to it.
body {
font-family: sans-serif;
}
h1, h2 {
color: gray;
}
h1 {
border-bottom: 1px solid black;
}
p {
color: maroon;
}
p.greentea {
color: green;
}
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)OZMMV\MI\M[\LZQ^M
Save, and then reload to give your new class a test drive.

HereÕs the new greentea class
applied to the paragraph. Now
the font is green and matches
the Green Tea Cooler. Maybe
this styling wasnÕt such a bad
idea after all.

Sharpen your pencil
Your turn: add two classes, “raspberry” and “blueberry”, to the correct
paragraphs in “elixir.html”, and then write the styles to color the text blue and
purple, respectively. The property value for raspberry is “blue” and for blueberry
is “purple”. Put these at the bottom of your CSS file, under the greentea rule:
raspberry first, and then blueberry.

Yeah, we know youÕre probably thinking, how can a
raspberry be blue? Well, if Raspberry Kool-aid is
blue, thatÕs good enough for us. And seriously, when
you blend up a bunch of blueberries, they really are
more purple than blue. Work with us here.

you are here 
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<ISQVOKTI[[M[N]Z\PMZ
You’ve already written one rule that uses the greentea class to change any
paragraph in the class to the color “green”:
p.greentea {
color: green;
}

But what if you wanted to do the same to all <blockquote>s?
Then you could do this:
blockquote.greentea, p.greentea {
color: green;
}

And in your XHTML you’d write:

Just add another selector to handle
<blockquote>s that are in the greentea
class. Now this rule will apply to <p> and
<blockquote> elements in the greentea class.

<blockquote class=”greentea”>

So what if I want to
add <h1>, <h2>, <h3>, <p>, and
<blockquote> to the green tea
class? Do I have to write one
huge selector?

No, there’s a better way. If you want all
elements that are in the greentea class
to have a style, then you can just write
your rule like this:
.greentea {
color: green;
}

If you leave out all the element names,
and just use a period followed by a
class name, then the rule will apply to
all members of the class.
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Cool! Yes, that works.
One more question... you said
being in a class is like being in a
club. Well, I can join many clubs.
So, can an element be in more
than one class?

Yes, elements can be in more than one class.
It’s easy to put an element into more than one class. Say
you want to specify a <p> element that is in the greentea,
raspberry, and blueberry classes. Here’s how you
would do that in the opening tag:
<p class=”greentea raspberry blueberry”>

So, for example, I could
put an <h1> into my “products”
FODVVWKDWGHÀQHVDIRQWVL]HDQG
weight, and also a “specials” class
to change its color to red when
something’s on sale?

Place each class
name into the s
value of the clasa
attribute, with
space in between ng
each. The orderi
doesnÕt matter.

Exactly. Use multiple classes when you want
IVMTMUMV\\WPI^M[\aTM[aW]¼^MLMÅVMLQV
different classes. In this case, all your <h1>
elements associated with products have a
certain style, but not all your products are
on sale at the same time. By putting your
“specials” color in a separate class, you can
simply add only those elements associated with
products on sale to the “specials” class to add
the red color you want.
Now you may be wondering what happens when an element belongs
\WU]T\QXTMKTI[[M[ITTWN _PQKPLMÅVM\PMsame property – like our <p>
element up there. How do you know which style gets applied? You know
MIKPWN \PM[MKTI[[M[PI[ILMÅVQ\QWVNWZ\PMcolor property. So, will the
paragraph be green, blue (raspberry), or purple?
We’re going to talk about this in great detail after you’ve learned a bit
UWZM+;;J]\WV\PMVM`\XIOMaW]¼TTÅVLIY]QKSO]QLM\WPWTLaW]W^MZ
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intro to applying styles

<PM_WZTL¼[[UITTM[\NI[\M[\O]QLM\WPW_
[\aTM[IZMIXXTQML
Elements and document trees and style rules and classes... it can get downright confusing.
How does all this stuff come together so that you know which styles are being applied to
which elements? As we said, to fully answer that you’re going to have to know a little more
about CSS, and you’ll be learning that in the next few chapters. But before you get there,
let’s just walk through some common sense rules-of-thumb about how styles are applied.

.QZ[\LWIVa[MTMK\WZ[[MTMK\aW]ZMTMUMV\'
Let’s say you want to know the font-familyXZWXMZ\a^IT]MNWZIVMTMUMV\<PMÅZ[\
\PQVO\WKPMKSQ["Q[\PMZMI[MTMK\WZQVaW]Z+;;ÅTM\PI\selects your element? If there is,
and it has a font-family property and value, then that’s the value for your element.

?PI\IJW]\QVPMZQ\IVKM'
If there are no selectors that match your element, then you rely on inheritance. So, look at
\PMMTMUMV\¼[XIZMV\[IVLXIZMV\[¼XIZMV\[IVL[WWV]V\QTaW]ÅVL\PMXZWXMZ\aLMÅVML
?PMVIVLQN aW]ÅVLQ\\PI\¼[\PM^IT]M

;\Z]KSW]\IOIQV'<PMV][M\PMLMNI]T\
If your element doesn’t inherit the value from any of its ancestors, then you use the default
^IT]MLMÅVMLJa\PMJZW_[MZ1VZMITQ\a\PQ[Q[ITQ\\TMUWZMKWUXTQKI\ML\PIV_M¼ZMLM[KZQJQVO
here, but we’ll get to some of those details later in the book.

?PI\QNU]T\QXTM[MTMK\WZ[[MTMK\IVMTMUMV\'
Ah, this is the case we have with the paragraph that belongs to all three classes:
<p class=”greentea raspberry blueberry”>

<PMZMIZMU]T\QXTM[MTMK\WZ[\PI\UI\KP\PQ[MTMUMV\IVLLMÅVM\PM[IUMcolor property.
<PI\¼[_PI\_MKITTI¹KWVÆQK\º?PQKPZ]TMJZMIS[\PM\QM'?MTTQN WVMZ]TMQ[UWZM[XMKQÅK
\PIV\PMW\PMZ[\PMVQ\_QV[*]\_PI\LWM[UWZM[XMKQÅKUMIV'?M¼TTKWUMJIKSQVITI\MZ
chapter and see exactlyPW_\WLM\MZUQVMPW_[XMKQÅKI[MTMK\WZQ[J]\NWZVW_TM\¼[TWWSI\
some rules and get a feel for it:

HereÕs a rule that selects any old
paragraph element.
p { color: black;}
This rule selects members of the greentea class.
ThatÕs a little more speciÞc.
.greentea { color: green; }
And this rule selects only paragraphs that are in
p.greentea { color: green; }
the greentea class, so thatÕs even more speciÞc.
These rules also select only paragraphs in a
p.raspberry { color: blue; }
particular class. So they are about the same in
speciÞcity as the p.greentea rule.
p.blueberry { color: purple; }
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)VLQN_M[\QTTLWV¼\PI^MIKTMIZ_QVVMZ'
So, if you had an element that belonged only to the greentea class there
would be an obvious winner: the p.greentea[MTMK\WZQ[\PMUW[\[XMKQÅK
so the text would be green. But you have an element that belongs to all three
classes: greentea, raspberry, and blueberry. So, p.greentea,
p.raspberry, and p.blueberry all select the element, and are of
MY]IT[XMKQÅKQ\a?PI\LWaW]LWVW_'AW]KPWW[M\PMWVM\PI\Q[TQ[\ML
lastQV\PM+;;ÅTM1N aW]KIV¼\ZM[WT^MIKWVÆQK\JMKI][M\_W[MTMK\WZ[IZM
MY]ITTa[XMKQÅKaW]][M\PMWZLMZQVOWN \PMZ]TM[QVaW]Z[\aTM[PMM\ÅTM
<PI\Q[aW]][M\PMZ]TMTQ[\MLTI[\QV\PM+;;ÅTMVMIZM[\\PMJW\\WU)VL
in this case, that would be the p.blueberry rule.

Exercise

In your “lounge.html” file, change the greentea paragraph to include all the
classes, like this:
<p class=”greentea raspberry blueberry”>

Save, and reload. What color is the Green Tea Cooler paragraph now?
Next, reorder the classes in your XHTML:
<p class=”raspberry blueberry greentea”>

Save, and reload. What color is the Green Tea Cooler paragraph now?
Next, open your CSS file and move the p.greentea rule to the bottom of the file.
Save, and reload. What color is the Green Tea Cooler paragraph now?
Finally, move the p.raspberry rule to the bottom of the file.
Save, and reload. What color is the Green Tea Cooler paragraph now?
After you’ve finished, rewrite the green tea element to look like it did originally:
<p class=”greentea”>

Save, and reload. What color is the Green Tea Cooler paragraph now?
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Tonight’s talk: CSS & XHTML compare languages

CSS

XHTML

Did you see that? I’m like Houdini! I broke right
out of your <style> element and into my own
ÅTM)VLaW][IQLQV+PIX\MZ\PI\1¼LVM^MZ
escape.
Don’t get all excited; I still have to link you in
for you to be at all useful.

Have to link me in? Come on; you know your
pages wouldn’t cut it without my styling.
Here we go again... while me and all my
elements are trying to keep things structured,
you’re talking about hair highlights and nail
color.
If you were paying attention in this chapter, you
would have seen I’m downright powerful in what
I can do.

Okay, okay, I admit it; using CSS sure makes
my job easier. All those old deprecated styling
elements were a pain in my side. I do like the
fact that my elements can be styled without
inserting a bunch of stuff in the XHTML,
other than maybe an occasional class attribute.

Well now, that’s a little better. I like the new
attitude.
But I still haven’t forgotten how you mocked
my syntax... <remember>?
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CSS

XHTML

You have to admit XHTML is kinda clunky, but
that’s what you get when you’re related to an
early ’90s technology.
I call it standing the test of time. And you think
CSS is elegant? I mean, you’re just a bunch of
rules. How’s that a language?
Are you kidding? I’m very expressive. I can
select just the elements I want, and then
describe exactly how I want them styled. And
you’ve only just begun to see all the cool styling
I can do.
Oh yeah?

Yup; just wait and see. I can style fonts and
text in all kinds of interesting ways. I can even
control how each element manages the space
around it on the page.

Hmmm... sounds as if you have a little too
much power; I’m not sure I like the sound of
that. After all, my elements want to have some
control over their own lives.

Bwahahahaa. And you thought you had me
controlled between your <style> tags. You’re
going to see I can make your elements sit, bark,
and rollover if I want to.
Whoa now! Security... security?!
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testing your inheritance skills

?PWOM\[\PMQVPMZQ\IVKM'
niff, sniff; the <body>
> element has gone to that great browser in the sky. But he left
ehind a lot of descendants and a big inheritance of color “green”. Below you’ll find his
family tree. Mark all the descendants that inherit the <body>
> element’s color green. Don’t
forget to look at the CSS below first.

body

h1

p

h2

p

h2

a

em

a

img

em

body {

n;
color: gree

}
p {
}
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k;
color: blac

blockquote

p

em

HereÕs the CSS. Use this to
determine which of the above
elements hit the jackpot and
get the green (color).

p

a

getting started with css

BE the Browser
If you have errors in your CSS,
usually what happens is all the rules
below the error are ignored. So, get
in the habit of looking for errors now,
by doing this exercise.

The Þle Òstyle.cssÓ

Below, you’ll find the CSS file
with some errors in it.
to play like you’re the
d locate all the errors.
fter you’ve
y
done the
exercise look at the
end of the chapter to
see if you caught all
the errors.

<style>
body {
background-color: white
h1, {
gray;
font-family: sans-serif;
}
h2, p {
color:
}
<em> {
font-style: italic;
}
</style>
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validating css

The exercise got me
thinking... is there a way to
validate CSS like there is with
HTML and XHTML?

Of course!
Those W3C boys and girls aren’t just sitting
around on their butts, they’ve been working hard.
AW]KIVÅVL\PMQZ+;;^ITQLI\WZI\"
http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator/

Type that URL in your browser and we think
you’ll feel quite at home when you get there.
AW]¼ZMOWQVO\WÅVLI^ITQLI\WZ\PI\_WZS[ITUW[\
exactly like the HTML and XHTML validators.
To use the CSS version,
just point the validator to
your CSS URL, upload a
ÅTM_Q\PaW]Z+;;QVQ\WZ
just paste it into the form
and submit.
You shouldn’t encounter
any big surprises, like
needing DOCTYPEs or
character encodings with
CSS. Go ahead, give it a
try (like we’re not going
to make you do it on the
next page, anyway).
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5ISQVO[]ZM\PM4W]VOM+;;^ITQLI\M[
Before you wrap up this chapter, wouldn’t you feel a lot better if all that Head First
Lounge CSS validated? Sure you would. Use whichever method you want to get
your CSS to the W3C. If you have your CSS on a server, type your URL into the
NWZU#W\PMZ_Q[MMQ\PMZ]XTWILaW]Z+;;ÅTMWZR][\KWXaIVLXI[\M\PM+;;QV\W\PM
NWZU1N aW]]XTWILUISM[]ZMaW]¼ZMLQZMK\QVO\PMNWZU\WaW]Z+;;ÅTMVW\aW]Z
@0<54ÅTM7VKMaW]¼^MLWVM\PI\KTQKSWV¹+PMKSº

If your CSS didnÕt validate, check
it with the CSS a few pages back
and Þnd any small mistakes youÕve
made, then resubmit.

This is just telling you that the
CSS needs correct XHTML to
style, so make sure your XHTML
(or HTML) also validates.

ut the CSS. These
Here are some warnings aboreal warnings. For
are more suggestions than are telling you to set a
instance, all these warnings dings and paragraphs.
background color on the hea

And hereÕs all the valid CSS,
which is ALL your CSS, so this
means your CSS validates.

theree are no
n

Dumb Questions
Do I need to worry about those
warnings? Or do what they say?

A:

ThereÕs no Ògreen badge of successÓ when
you pass validation like there is when you
validate XHTML. So check the top of
the page for ÒErrorsÓ. If you donÕt see
that, your CSS validated!

It’s good to look them over, but
you’ll find some are more in the category of
suggestions than “must do’s”. The validator
can err on the side of being a little anal, so
just keep that in mind.
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getting a feel for some other properties

Property
Soup

top
Controls the
position of the
top of the
element.

letter-s

Use this property to align your text
to the left, center, or right.

This lets you set the spacing
between letters. L i k e t h i s.

pacing

Use color to set the font
color of text elements.

background-color

color

This property controls the
.
background color of an element

controls the
This property . Use it to
xt
weight of te .
make text bold

ght

This property puts a bo
element. You can have a rder around an
ridged border, a dotted solid border, a
border...

left

This is how you tell an
element how to position its
left side.

margin

This property sets the
space between lines in a
text element.

li

Use this property for
italic or oblique text.

tyle

-s
font

border

ei
t-w

fon

gn

text-ali

ne

-h

If you need space
between the edge of an
element and its content,
use margin.

ei

bigger
Makes text
r.
or smalle

gh

t

font

-siz

e

style

list-

Use this property
to put an image
behind an element..

ck

ba

Chapter 8

e

ag

m
-i

d

un

o
gr

CSS has a lot of style properties.
You’ll see quite a few of these in
the rest of this book, but have a
quick look now to get an idea
of all the aspects of style
you can control with CSS.
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This property lets you
change how list items
look in a list.

getting started with css

It looks like you’re
getting the hang of this style
stuff. We’re looking forward to
seeing what you come up with in
the next couple of chapters.

BULLET POINTS
n
n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

n

CSS contains simple statements, called rules.

n

Each rule provides the style for a selection of
XHTML elements.

n

A typical rule consists of a selector along with
one or more properties and values.
The selector specifies which elements the rule
applies to.

n

Each property declaration ends with a
semicolon.

n

All properties and values in a rule go between
{ } braces.

n

You can select any element using its name as
the selector.
By separating element names with commas,
you can select multiple elements at once.

n

One of the easiest ways to include a style in
HTML is the <style> tag.

n

For XHTML and for sites of any complexity,
you should link to an external style sheet.

n

The <link> element is used to include an
external style sheet.
Many properties are inherited. For instance,
if a property that is inherited is set for the
<body> element, all the <body>’s child
elements will inherit it.
You can always override properties that are
inherited by creating a more specific rule for
the element you’d like to change.
Use the class attribute to add elements to
a class.
Use a “.” between the element name and the
class name to select a specific element in that
class.
Use “.classname” to select any elements that
belong to the class.
An element can belong to more than one class
by placing multiple class names in the class
attribute with spaces between the names.
You can validate your CSS using the W3C
validator, at http://jigsaw.w3.org/css-validator.
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